Abstract: In a related work by the authors, high-order sigmadelta @A) modulators with distinct noise transfer function (NTF) zeros are decomposed into second-order and first-order subsystems, whose state-trajectories are then investigated by continuous-time embedding. This paper, based on the properties of these subsystems, furthers the study by introducing a scalable numerical method to locate the fixed-points on the generalized PoincarC sections. Closed-form tangent linear manifold matrix for an arbitrary order modulator is derived, enabling the stability determination of thc fixed-points and the accompanying limit cycles. Numerical examples show that the estimated DC input bound based on the boundary transition flow assumption cannot be relied on for modulators of order greater than four.
INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper by the authors [I] , it has been shown that by extending the state-space analysis framework of Steiner and Yang [Z] , high-order, lowpass, single-bit sigma-delta (ZA) modulators with distinct NTF zeros can be transformed and decomposed into individual second-order and first-order subsystems. In the phase plot of this new framework, a second-order subsystem represents an antiklockwise trajectory circling about two half-plane centers while a first-order subsystem represents an oscillating quantity in the Under stable DC operation of a ZA modulator, these subsystem trajectories are coupled in a way that they counteract each other. Section 2 of this paper shows that this coupling results in two sets of horizontal lines. denoted as the positive and negative threshold lines. The sum of these threshold lines corresponds to the hyperplane P separating the dynamics of a XA rmdulator into two half-planes, called the positive halfplane PHP and the negative half-plane NHP, wherein the quantizer output is positive and negative respectively. The state-trajectory within these halfplanes, being affine, can be solved linearly. By evloiting the properties of these subsystems, Section 3 constructs a system of nonlinear equations and suggests an efficient numerical method to solve for the fxed-points lying on the generalized Poincari sections o f a particular transition flow. Section 4 derives a salable tangent linear manifold matIix that enables the judgment of the fixed-point stability and the limit cycles thus formed. Through numerical examples, it is then shown that the estimation of the DC input bound based on the boundary transition flow assumption of Wang [3] is not reliable for modulators of order greater than four.
Concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.
SUBSYSTEM COUPLING
Using the results and notations from [I] , a decomposed, DC gain [I] . This convention of combined representation will be followed throughout this paper.
LOCATING FIXED-POINTS
Supposed the threshold lines are given, the fixed-points for each second-order subsystem, with the help of (2) & (3) and the fact that the fixed-points and the two halfplane centers must form into a symmetrical kite shape as in Fig. I , can be solved by two simultaneous equations: Broydcn's method [5] is chosen for such purpose due to its reduced complexity and superlinear convergence. In (12) the fly-times of the first subsystem is used as the reference to equate all other subsystems' fly-times. This is observed to give faster convergence in our choice of numerical method than by equating the fly-times of every two adjacent subsystems. The initial condition to kick off the Broyden's algorithm, which is an approximate solution, can be easily estimated F" simulation. Fig. 2 shows the fixed-points, threshold lines, and fly-times thus obtained far an example 4th-order modulator against all transition flows. By varying the initial conditions in the Broyden's algorithm, two sets of fixed-points can be found. Using results from the next section, the "inner" set stands for those stable fixedpoints while the "outer" set represents saddles with unstable limit cycles. The fixed-points and threshold lines for the first-order subsystem in an o d d a d e r modulator is structured similarly and omitted to restrict the length of this paper. In loose terms, there exists a region (conslituting the domain of attraction) between the inner stable limit cycles and the outer unstable ones where trajectories (if started with an appropriate initial condition) will be "repelled" back to the a b l e limit cycles. Trajectories going beyond the saddles will swirl away and result in instability (unbounded) or cven chaotic behavior (bounded). It can also be seen that the boundary transition flow (+=q=I) suggested by Wang [3] has the "least-forgiving" or the smallest attracting region between the stable fixed-points and the saddles.
STABILITY OF LIMIT CYCLES
A standard technique of cvaluating the stability of the Poincari section fixed-points is to investigate the tangent linear manifolds (lying on ; + and F, ) about them. Such approach requires the availability of closedform, time-independent algebraic functions for the trajectory evolution within each half-plane. This is possible by utilizing the subsystem properties as described. Recagnizjng the Poincarb map, denoted by [c.f. Fig. 2(i) 
CONCLUSION
This paper has extended a previous study on the decomposition and state-trajectory behavior of highorder, lowpass Z4 modulators with distinct NTF zeros.
By exploiting the properties of the decomposed subsystems, this paper has presented the formulation of a set of scnlable nonlinear equations governing the trajectories and Poincare map under different transition flow conditions. This has enabled the solution of fixedpoints and the accompanying limit cycles by efficient numerical methods. Closed-farm tangent linear manifold essential for stability analysis has also been derived. It has been shown that the DC input bound estimated by assuming boundary transition flow cannot be relied on for modulators of order great than four and further modification is required to derive thc accurate bound.
